AssureCare is a Full Enterprise Case and Population Health management software company delivering the world's leading unified and modular care management solution. AssureCare is progressing healthcare innovation by combining the expertise of highly experienced medical professionals embedded into a team of highly talented technologists to create adaptable and modular solutions that improve member outcomes.

Our solution, MedCompass®, excels at identifying and managing patients who are taking multiple medications to decrease drug related adverse events and increase patient outcomes. MedCompass® uses streamlined workflows to expedite tedious processes for pharmacies performing MTM services such as Comprehensive Medication Review (CMR), Targeted Medication Reviews, and Targeted Interventions.
### Standard Medication Therapy Management Assessments / Algorithms

- CMR/TMR
- adherence/PDC
- e-care plan
- CMS star measures
- high risk medications
- opioid education

### Pharmacogenomics

MedCompass® can identify and educate patients eligible for pharmacogenomics testing.

### Pharmacy Packaging

MedCompass® integrates with Catalyst Spencer tools that include:
- adherence monitoring
- remote patient monitoring
- daily packaging

### Medical Billing

MedCompass® medical billing capabilities are linked to a "Medical Visit" and each medical visit is documented. The bills are sent to health plans and the collections for the bills are tracked if desired.

### Real-Time Benefit Check

Pharmacists, through MedCompass®, can track patient's deductible and out-of-pocket expenses.

### e-Prescribing

MedCompass® provides the ability for pharmacists to prescribe appropriate medications as allowed.

### Vaccine Registry

With MedCompass® pharmacists can leverage and query state specific vaccine registries to identify gaps and also transmit information back to vaccine registries using standardized HL7 messages. The solution has the ability to bill for the administered vaccines if medical billing is needed.